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EPISODE 33: DO YOU EVEN LIFT?
When we think of the journey of life, and business there is no question that we require
strength
Strength of character, strength of Conviction, and the strength to negotiate the obstacles,
and challenges that come our way
But about physical strength?
How important is that to your success?
What are some of the learnings gained through a lifestyle and the discipline of lifting heavy
weights that when applied, can support you to gain an ever greater level of success and
personal fulfillment in your life
Our podcast guest this week has not only been able to integrate their principles into her life,
with the practical application of building strength through its physical pursuit, but also build a
thriving business doing so
Amanda Brown is an Australian Powerlifting Athlete as well as the Founder and director of
the Queen Of Lean - a 350 sq metre facility in North Melbourne here in Australia, focusing
on an all female community of members
Not only is she an athlete herself, (having broken the National Deadlifting Record Of 185.5
kg in the 57 kg weight class in March 2016), Amanda has also coached numerous
athletes along the way by helping them achieve their dream of competing in fitness
competitions
With an awesome team of 6 trainers, they have been able to build this all female community,
from the ground up
Amanda specialises in creating outstanding female transformations by empowering her
clients to strive to be their best
Her motto, “Stay strong, Believe in Yourself and Chase your Dreams”
In this week’s podcast titled “Do you Even Lift?” we talk to Amanda about her journey, and
how a lifestyle built around building physical strength, power and expressing and celebrating
femininity has helped her build her build such a strong business and brand
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INTRODUCING AMANDA BROWN

1.

Welcome Amanda to the Podcast. For our listeners who don’t know you, would you
please tell our listeners a little about yourself?

2.

You have set up a Women’s only Gym, focused on empowering with strength and
knowledge to achieve their best results. Can you please tell us about the motivation
behind this?

3.

I was introduced to you via my wife Bettina who is a client of your gym.
She loved your branding, loved your message, and the environment you have
created.
Would you please tell us how you identified who you wanted to work with, and
the steps you took to get there?

4.

How do you sustain and maintain connection with your members, that
help maintaining retention of members?

5.

How do you add value to your clients over and above their memberships?

6.

How do you establish yourself as an authority, and differentiate yourself within a busy
industry?

7.

What are some of the greatest challenges you have found running your business?

8.

2020 has been a massive challenge for many businesses throughout the world.

9.

What are some of the specific challenges you have faced, and how have you
adapted to them?

10.

What have you learnt during this COVID Experience that you feel will improve your
business?

Queen of lean
Queen of lean
https://thequeenoflean.com.au/

